
CUSTOMER STORY

Edwards Garment Automates 
Sales Orders Without Buyers 
Changing the Way They Shop

Overview 

Industry:

Market Sector:  

Segment: 

Solution Used: 

Manufacturing

Clothing and Apparel 

Mid-Market

Sales Order Automation

Edwards Garment is a leading wholesaler of uniforms and career apparel. The 
full-service company helps organizations bring their brands to life. Edwards 
Garment values customer satisfaction and knows that customer loyalty is the 
ultimate reward.

Automation Outcomes

Automate sales orders without customers 
implementing EDI

Improve customer satisfaction and loyalty

Save CSRs hundreds of hours (annually) to 
focus on customers
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Challenge
Managing high volumes of orders is a wonderful problem for any company to have. 
But for Edwards Garment, when customer satisfaction and one-day shipping is 
integral to their business, making good on that promise can be a struggle when 
dealing with more than 500 orders a day.

Therefore, Edwards Garment was faced with the challenge of maintaining their 
high level of customer service while processing hundreds of orders with 100% 
accuracy. First, this led the team to EDI.

Although the company had successfully implemented EDI with a handful of 
customers, they experienced pushback from many others. “Our customers did not 
want to perform their own data entry after making a purchase. They just wanted to 
send us a PO and be done,” explained Bob Wallis, VP of Information Technology at 
Edwards Garment.

With EDI not working as a robust solution, the leadership team investigated optical 
character recognition (OCR). Although this provided some automation, the team 
was disappointed to learn that customer service representatives (CSRs) would have 
to vet all the data put through the technology.

Edwards Garment continued to search for a solution that would remove as much 
manual data entry as possible to not only deliver on their promise to customers, 
but also free CSRs to focus on more revenue-generating tasks.
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We wanted [our orders] to be as hands-off as possible.”

BOB WALLIS
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Solution
After implementing EDI and researching OCR, Edwards Garment discovered 
Conexiom. Their promise was straightforward: touchless document processing 
with 100% data accuracy—regardless of format, complexity, or repeatability.

“Even before we signed the contract, we were impressed by Conexiom’s clear 
understanding of our industry and business processes,” recalls Wallis. “They 
provided a comprehensive ROI analysis to justify moving forward. Those items, in 
addition to learning that highly reputable businesses were already with Conexiom, 
made selecting the solution an easy decision.”

Conexiom’s Customer Success team worked closely with the Edwards Garment 
team to map their complex purchase-order documents. Together, they enrolled 
customers into Conexiom, built business logic, and within 30 days of launching, 
Edwards Garment saw an immeasurable return on their investment.

“Our objective was to transition the time CSRs spent performing data 
entry into time spent helping customers, building relationships, and 
ultimately growing revenue.”

BOB WALLIS
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Business Outcomes

The benefits of Conexiom were realized immediately. With a significant 
percentage of Edwards’ 500+ orders a day flowing through Conexiom, Edwards 
Garment saw these results:

 Î Customer satisfaction and loyalty improved

 Î Customers did not have to change any behaviors

 Î Orders processed quickly with no human intervention

 Î CSRs saved hundreds of hours (annually) to focus on customers

Edwards Garment continues to enroll more and more customers in the Conexiom 
solution for even greater business impact.

Once Edwards Garment saw the benefits of Conexiom—internally and 
externally— they became a true believer in The Conexiom Platform.

“With Conexiom, we were able to meet the operational benefits of 
EDI without needing our customers to implement EDI.”

BOB WALLIS
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About Conexiom 
Conexiom’s cloud-based automation platform eliminates manual entry and approvals in 
the order-fulfillment process by transforming complex data into 100% accurate, touchless 
transactions, delivered seamlessly into the ERP. Manufacturers and distributors across 
the globe, such as Grainger, Genpak, Prysmian, Rexnord, USESI, and Compugen, trust 
Conexiom to improve efficiency, speed and accuracy, increase profitability, and elevate the 
customer experience, while eliminating unnecessary costs from manual approaches. 

Conexiom is based in Vancouver, British Columbia, and has offices in Kitchener, Ontario; 
London, England; and Chicago, Illinois. 

Learn More
Visit conexiom.com

Read our customer reviews

Build enduring, frictionless relationships with customers and 
suppliers without requiring them to change their processes.

Make your company easy 
to do business with. 

https://www.capterra.com/p/205134/Conexiom/reviews/
https://www.g2.com/products/conexiom/reviews



